We consider optimal control of decentralized LQG problems for plants having nested subsystems controlled by two players with asymmetric information sharing patterns between them. In the main scenario, the players are assumed to have a unidirectional error-free, unlimited-rate communication channel with a unit delay in one direction and no communication in the other. A second model, presented for completeness, considers a channel with no delay in one direction and a unit delay in the other. Delayed information-sharing patterns do not, in general, admit linear optimal control laws and are thus difficult to control optimally. However, in these scenarios, we show that the problems have a partially nested information structure and, thus, linear optimal control laws exist. Summary statistics are identified and analytical solutions to the optimal control laws are derived. State and output feedback cases are solved for both scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
R ECENTLY, many problems of decentralized "nonclassical" control have been looked at in the context of practical systems [1] - [3] . Examples include cyberphysical systems, formation flight, and other networked control systems wherein multiple agents try to achieve a common objective in a decentralized manner. Such situations arise, for example, due to controllers not having access to the same information. One possible reason is network delays, and a consequent time-lag to communicate observations to other controllers.
These problems were first formulated by Marschak in the 1950s [4] as team decision problems, and further studied by Radner [5] , though in such problems, communication between the controllers was usually ignored. In a celebrated paper [6] , Witsenhausen showed that even for seemingly simple systems with just two players, nonlinear controllers could outperform any linear controller. Witsenhausen also consolidated and conjectured results on separation of estimation and control in decentralized problems in [7] . However, the structure of decentralized optimal controllers for LQG systems with time delays has been hard to identify. Indeed, in [8] , it was proven that the separation principle that was conjectured for delayed systems does not hold for a system having a delay of more than one timestep. The more general delayed information-sharing pattern was only recently solved by Nayyar, et al. in [9] . It is an open problem to actually compute the optimal decentralized control law for the n-player setting even using such a structural result. However, not all results for decentralized control problems with delayed information-sharing patterns have been negative. Building on results of Radner on team decision theory, Ho and Chu [10] showed that for a unit-delay information-sharing pattern, the optimal controller is linear. This was used by Kurtaran and Sivan [11] , and others [12] , [13] to derive optimal controllers for the finite-horizon case. It is also known that for a class of problems having partially nested structures, person-by-person optimality implies global optimality [14] . These approaches do not extend to multiunit-delayed sharing patterns as they do not possess partially nested structures.
A criterion for determining convexity of optimal control problems called funnel causality, was presented in [15] . Recently, another characterization, quadratic invariance was discovered under which optimal decentralized controls laws can be solved by convex programming [1] . This has led to a resurgence of interest in decentralized optimal control problems which, since the 1970s, had been assumed to be intractable. Subsequently, in a series of papers, Lall, Lessard, and others have computed the optimal control laws for a suite of decentralized nested LQG systems [16] - [18] . However, none of these papers consider the effect of communication delays. More general networked structures that dealt with state-feedback-delayed information sharing in networked control with sparsity were also looked at in [19] and [20] , wherein recursive solutions for optimal control laws were derived. Multiplayer control using output feedback without delay was considered in [21] . Time-varying delays in two-player problems, restricted to state feedback, have known explicit solutions [22] .
For a subclass of quadratic invariant problems known as poset-causal problems, Parrilo and Shah [23] showed that the computation of the optimal law becomes easier by lending itself to decomposition into subproblems. Solutions to certain cases of the state-feedback and output-feedback delayed informationsharing problem have also been presented by Lamperski et al. [24] where a networked graph structure of strongly connected controllers is considered, with constraints on system dynamics. In this paper, we restrict our attention to two-player systems. [11]- [13] no plant restrictions (0 or 1, 0 or 1) [24] , [25] 
A summary of results pertaining to these systems is given in Table I . In Table I , d 12 is the delay in information transmission from player 1 to player 2, and vice-versa. "u.c", "b.d", and "l.b.t" refer to uncoupled noise, block-diagonal, and lower block triangular matrices, respectively. Note that in [19] , noise vectors are restricted to be independent between subsystems, unlike in our present work.
In this paper, we consider two asymmetric scenarios (1, 0) and (1, ∞) information-sharing patterns between two players in an LQG system. Both scenarios have a partially nested information structure and also satisfy quadratic invariance. They are not poset-causal and do not lend themselves to easy decompositions. We derive optimal control laws in both cases. This results in Riccati-type iterations for computing the gain matrix of the optimal control law which is linear. This paper extends our work presented in ACC 2014 [27] to derive explicit optimal controllers for the output feedback case.
II. (1, ∞) INFORMATION-SHARING PATTERN

A. State-Feedback Case
We consider a coupled two-player discrete linear timeinvariant system with nested structure. Player 1's actions affect block 1 of the plant whereas player 2's actions affect both blocks 1 and 2. The system dynamics are
for t ∈ {0, 1, · · · , N − 1}. We will use the notation x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + Bu(t) + v(t) where the definition is clear from context. The initial state x(0) is assumed to be zero-mean Gaussian, independent of system noise v(t), and v(t) is zero-mean Gaussian with covariance V , which is independent across time t.
In the formulation above, restricting the plant dynamics to be lower block triangular ensures that optimal control laws exist that are linear in the observations. Without this assumption, the system fails the only known sufficiency test for existence of linear optimal laws for two players [10] . The two players have a common (team) objective to control the system to minimize
where Q, R, and S are positive definite matrices. At each instant, the control action u i (t) taken by each player can only depend on the information structure, the information available to them denoted by F(t) = (F 1 (t), F 2 (t)). The information structure for the problem is
The set of all control laws is characterized by u i (t) = f (F i (t), t) for some time-varying function f . In the next subsection, we show that the optimal law is linear.
1) Linearity of the Optimal Control Law: It was shown by Varaiya and Walrand [8] that the optimal decentralized control law with general delayed information sharing between players may not be linear. However, Ho and Chu [10] had established earlier that to show the existence of a linear optimal control law, it is sufficient to prove that the LQG problem has a partially nested information structure [10, Theorem 2] .
Formally, if player i's actions at time t 1 affect player j's information at time t 2 , then a partially nested information structure is defined to have F i (t 1 ) ⊆ F j (t 2 ). Intuitively, this can be described as an information pattern that allows communication of all information used by a player to make a decision to all other players whose system dynamics are affected by that decision. We now show that the (1, ∞) pattern has a partially nested structure.
Proposition 1: The problem (1)-(2) with information structure (3) has a linear optimal control law.
Proof: Observe that the information structure defined in (3) can be simplified as F 1 (t) = {x 1 (0 : t)} and F 2 (t) = {x 1 (0 : t − 1), x 2 (0 : t)} as the observations can be used to determine inputs. Because of the nested system structure, viz. A 12 = B 12 = 0, the propagation of inputs in the plant dynamics is as shown in Fig. 1 . In addition, at any time instant t,
This implies that the information communication diagram is also the same as in Fig. 1 . Thus, the system described with its information structure has a partially nested structure [10, Theorem 2] and, consequently, a linear optimal control law exists. 
), the history of observations for block i. Using linearity of the optimal law, it follows that:
where L i (·) are linear, possibly time-varying functions. However, the arguments of L i , namely, the output observations, increase with time. So, obtaining a closed-form expression for the optimal control law is intractable in the current form, necessitating the use of summary statistics.
2) Summary Statistic to Compute the Optimal Control Law:
We now show that the estimate of the current state given the history of observations of the players is a summary statistic that characterizes the optimal control law. The notation used is summarized in Table II .
Note thatx(t) andx(t) are estimates of the current states by Players 1 and 2, respectively.
Lemma 1: For the nested system (1), the estimator dynamics forx(t) andx(t) are given bŷ
The Proof is in the Appendix.
Before showing thatx 1 (t) andx 2 (t) are summary statistics for the history of state observations, we first obtain the optimal decentralized control law for the LQG problem (1)-(2) with a nested information structure having no communication delay, i.e., (0, ∞). The information structure here is described by
Proposition 2 considers the (0, ∞) state-feedback problem, already solved for output feedback in [18] :
Proposition 2: The optimal control law for the LQG problem (1)-(2) with information structure (7) is
and J(t) is obtained from the backward recursioñ
Proof: The proof follows by use of [18, Theorem 10 and 12], and replacing the information structure with the state-feedback structure given in (7) . The conditional expectations reduce to z(t)
The optimal control law is
Substituting z(t) andẑ(t), the control law reduces to
Consequently, we also haveũ 2 (t) := E[u 2 (t)|z 1 (t)] = K 21 (t) K 22 (t) x 1 (t) x 2 (t) which, when substituted in (1), gives (8) .
We now establish the sufficiency ofx 1 (t) andx 2 (t). Theorem 1: For the nested system (1) with the information structure (3) and objective function (2), the optimal control law is given by
where
andK(t) is given by
where K(t) and J(t) are as in Proposition 2. The proof is in the Appendix. Note that the classical separation principle does not hold as the statisticsx(t) andx(t) cannot be used to compute the optimal law.
3) Deriving the Optimal Gain Matrix: To characterize the optimal gain matrix F * (t), the stochastic optimization problem is converted into a deterministic matrix optimization, and solved analytically.
Theorem 2: The matrix F * (t) is characterized by the linear equations
The proof is in the Appendix.
B. Output-Feedback Case
The approach extends to the output-feedback case where players' observations are corrupted by noise. The system dynamics are described by the same lower block triangular matrices as
Here
are zero-mean, Gaussian random vectors with covariance matrices V and W , respectively, that are independent across time and independent of initial system state x(0) and of each other. x(0) is zero-mean, Gaussian with known mean and covariance.
The information structure for the problem is
Redefining the history of observations as H i (t) = (y i (t − 1), . . . , y i (0), u i (t − 1), . . . , u i (0)) for block i, i = 1, 2, the information available to Player 1 at time t can also be expressed as F 1 (t) = {y 1 (t), H 1 (t)}, and that available to Player 2 as
Given this information structure, the players' objective is to find the control law u * i (t) as a function of F i (t) (i = 1, 2) that minimizes the finite-time quadratic cost criterion (2) . It can be seen from Proposition 1 that the optimal control law for the formulated output-feedback problem is linear.
Further, by defining estimatorsx(t) := E[x(t)|H 1 (t)] and x(t) := E[x(t)|H 2 (t)], the following result can be reconstructed from the state-feedback version.
Lemma 2: For the nested system (12) , the estimator dynamics for the redefinedx(t) andx(t) are as follows:
x(t + 1) = Ax(t) + B u 1 (t)
Also, φ(t) and φ(t) are zero-mean, uncorrelated Gaus-
Proof: The proof is similar to Lemma 1 and is omitted. Theorem 3: For the nested system (12) with the information structure (13) and objective function (2), the optimal decentralized control law is given by
is the optimal gain matrix, and,
where K(t) and J(t) are as in Proposition 2,K 21 is the optimal control gain for the second player's input given the optimal centralized controller only based on common information. [18, Theorem 12] . The proof is in the Appendix. Remark 1: Observe that the classical separation principle does not hold in the (1, ∞)-delayed sharing pattern [28] , that is u 2 (t) cannot be computed using just E[x(t)|F 2 (t)].
Theorem 4: The optimal gain matrix F * (t) is given by the recursion
wherẽ
Remark 2: As in Theorem 2, it is not difficult to obtain complete linear expressions for F * (t) from it using the sparsity constraints on Ψ * (t) and F * (t).
III. (1, 0) INFORMATION-SHARING PATTERN
Another application of the above approach, which is also an extension to [11] , is the (1, 0)-pattern. A two-player discrete linear time-invariant system with output feedback is considered. The system dynamics are
The two players have a (team/common) objective to find the decentralized control law (u * 1 (·), u * 2 (·)) that minimizes a finitetime quadratic cost criterion
We consider the following information structure: F 1 (t) = {y 1 (0 : t), u 1 (0 : t − 1), y 2 (0 : t), u 2 (0 : t − 1)},
where y(0 : t) denotes the vector (y(0), · · · , y(t)). We refer to this as the (1, 0) information-sharing pattern. Finding the optimal decentralized controller under this information pattern is similar to that of the (1, 1) pattern [11] , with the difference being the asymmetry in observation history. We outline how the same approach that we used for the (1, ∞) scenario can be applied also to this case.
A. Linearity of the Optimal Control Law
Proposition 3: The LQG problem (18)- (19) with the (1, 0)delayed sharing information pattern (20) has a partially nested structure, and a linear optimal control law exists.
See, for instance, [10, Theorem 2] for a proof. Denote by H(t) = (y(0 : t − 1), u(0 : t − 1)), the common information at time t [7] . Using the linearity of the optimal control law, it follows that the optimal control law can be written as:
where F * is the optimal gain matrix and L i (·) are linear, possibly time-varying functions.
B. Derivation of the Optimal Control Law
Define the estimatorx(t) := E[x(t)|H(t)]. Lemma 3 [29, Sec. 6.5] : For the nested system (18) , the estimator dynamics forx(t) are as follows:
Theorem 5: For the system (18) with the information structure (20) and objective function (19) 
is the optimal gain and G * (t) = −(F * (t)C + H * (t)) where H * (t) is the gain for classical LQR with dynamics described by (18) .
Proposition 4: The optimal gain matrix F * (t) is given by the recursion
From Theorems 4 and 5, we see that the form of the optimal controller for the (1, ∞) case is a mixture of those for the (1, 0) and the (0, ∞) case. Specifically, the first component that includes the innovation sequence resembles the (1, 0) setting, and the second component resembles the (0, ∞) solution. In fact, it can be seen from Theorem 4 that removing the innovation sequence term (as is the case when there are no delays) results in the same solution as the (0, ∞) case.
IV. FUTURE WORK
We believe that the approach of combining linearity and summary statistics in the manner of this paper can be used to compute optimal control laws for more general asymmetric informationsharing patterns. Specifically, the n-player network extension to the output feedback scenario would be a novel extension to [20] .
APPENDIX A PROOFS OF THEOREMS AND LEMMAS
Proof of Lemma 1: Let us first derive the dynamics of block 1. Denote φ(t) := x 1 (t) −x 1 (t). Then, φ(t) and H 1 (t) are independent by the projection theorem for Gaussian random variables [29, Sec. 6.5 ] and
where the last equality follows from the independence of φ(t) and H 1 (t) [29, Sec. 6.5 ]. The first term on the right-hand side above
The second and third terms can be related through the conditional estimation of Gaussian random vectors as
and partitioning T (t) as T (t) = T 1 (t)|T 2 (t) , we have R xx 1 = AT (t), R x 1 = T 1 (t) [29, Sec. 6.5] .
Putting these three terms together, we havê
Similarly, by defining φ(t) = x(t) −x(t) and proceeding as above, we havê
To derive the properties of φ(t) and φ(t), note that the mean and variance follow immediately by observing that
The projection theorem for Gaussian RVs again implies that φ(t) and x 1 (τ ) are uncorrelated for τ < t, and that φ(t) is uncorrelated with x(τ ), τ < t.
Proof of Theorem 1: We begin by outlining our proof technique. The approach, while superficially similar to [11] is more challenging due to the asymmetry in the observation history. The optimal control law for the (1, ∞) state-feedback pattern, already shown to be linear since the problem is partially nested, is proven to be the same as the optimal control law for the dynamical system (1) with the objective function arg min
, where x(t) = [x 1 (t)x 2 (t)] and u(t) is an input variable that is an invertible transformation of the original input u(t). The crucial point behind this transformation of the objective function and the input variable is that u(t) will be shown to be a function of just the summary statisticsx(t) andx(t), hence allowing efficient computation of the control law.
Since the new objective depends on x(t) and u(t), the dynamics of x(t) can be rewritten in terms of these. It can then be shown that the modified problem is of the form as in Proposition 2. Thus, the optimal control law can be obtained for the modified problem, and inverted to obtain the optimal law for the (1, ∞) state-feedback pattern.
As a preliminary result, the following lemma derives a required uncorrelatedness property and proves the equivalence of two of the estimator variables.
Lemma 4: For the nested system (1),x 1 (t) =x 1 (t). In addition φ(t) = φ 1 (t), which implies from Lemma 1 that φ(t) is uncorrelated with H 2 (t), and so E[φ(t)x(τ ) ] = 0, τ < t.
Proof: Intuitively, the claim is true because Player 2 has no additional information about block 1's dynamics compared to Player 1. Formallŷ
where we have used the independence of the zero-mean noise v 1 (t) from H 1 (t) and H 2 (t), and the definitions of φ(t) and φ(t).
Note that the estimator dynamics of [x 1 (t),x 2 (t)] can be written in the following way:
x 1 (t)
This shall be denoted in shorthand notation as
Let us denote estimation error by e(t) = [e 1 (t) e 2 (t)] := [x 1 (t) −x 1 (t) x 2 (t) −x 2 (t)], respectively. Then e 1 (t) = φ 1 (t) and e 2 (t) = φ 2 (t). By the projection theorem and some manipulations, it can be verified that E[e i (t)x j (t) ] = 0 for i, j = 1, 2.
Further, we define a transformed system input u(t) by
where F * (t) is the optimal gain matrix in (4) . Note that the transformation is invertible. From (4), it can be observed that two components of u(t) are linear functions of H 1 (t) and
(H 1 (t), H 2 (t)), respectively, since
sincex(t) andx(t) are linear functions of H 1 (t) and (H 1 (t), H 2 (t)), respectively. Using transformed input u(t), (25) can be rewritten as
whereṽ(t) is equal to
It can be verified from Lemmas 1 and 4 thatṽ(t) is Gaussian, zero-mean, and independent across time. With the estimator system well characterized, we now show that the original objective function (2) is equivalently expressed in terms of x(t) and u(t).
Rewriting (2) in terms of the new state variable x(t) and the transformed input u(t), after noting that the terms involving e 1 (t) and e 2 (t) are either zero or independent of the input u(t), we have
The term e(t) F * (t)RF * (t)e(t) is an estimation error and is independent of the control input u(t). This can be seen from the fact that e 1 (t) = φ 1 (t) and e 2 (t) = φ 2 (t) are independent of H 1 (t) and H 2 (t), by Lemmas 1 and 4. u(t) is a linear function of H 1 (t) and H 2 (t) and so is independent of e(t). In a sense, we have "subtracted" out the dependence on e(t) in (26) . u 1 (t) and u 2 (t) are linear functions of H 1 (t) and (H 1 (t), H 2 (t)), respectively. So the fourth term has zero expected value since E[φ(t)x(τ ) ] = 0 = E[φ(t)x(τ ) ], τ < t, from Lemmas 1 and 4. Thus, the following is an equivalent function:
(30) Observe that with this transformation, solving the (1, ∞) problem is equivalent to solving the cost (30) for the system (28) with no communication delay [(0, ∞)-delayed sharing pattern] in the new state variables. A similar observation has been remarked in [25, IV] .
Letting [u 1 (t) u 2 (t)] take up the role of players' inputs, (28) has a nested system structure with no communication delays. With Proposition 2, the optimal controller for the system (28)-(30) is given by
where, in the second equality, the conditional expectation is taken w.r.t. itself and other random variables. The 3rd and 4th equalities follow from the tower rule.
Recall that u(t) was allowed to be any linear function of the histories H 1 (t) and H 2 (t). However, u(t) finally depends on just the summary statisticsx(t) andx(t), thereby proving that these information statistics are indeed sufficient to compute the optimal law. From (26) and (31), u(t) is obtained as
Proof of Theorem 2: Assuming that the optimal gain matrix F * (t) is unknown, we replace it by arbitrary F (t) and solve for it by the deterministic matrix optimization.
From Theorem 1, using the modified input u(t) := u(t) −
The dynamics ofx(t) are obtained from (6)and (28) as
, and
Let σ F (t) denote the variance of n(t). Since F (t) minimizes (29), keeping only terms that depend on F (t) 
where Σ(t) := E[x(t)x(t) ], with dynamics from (34)
where σ F (t) is the covariance of n(t). F * (t) may now be obtained using the discrete matrix minimum principle [30] through the Hamiltonian to minimize (35) .
where Ψ(t) = 0 Ψ 12 (t)
is a suitably partitioned Lagrange multiplier matrix and M (t) is the costate matrix. The optimality criteria are
Solving the above equations, we obtain
The noise term in (34) can be rewritten as
Then
+ n 1 (t)n 1 (t) + n 1 (t)(BF (t)φ(t)) ]
where V (t) = E[φ(t)n 1 (t) ] and equivalence in the 2nd line is from taking partial derivative of σ F (t) with regard to F (t).
Taking the partial derivative of trace [σ F (t) M (t + 1) ] 
where the last equality uses M (t) being symmetric.
The following method obtains the gain matrix: F * (t) explicitly from the above equation. Rearranging (39) results in the following equation:
Using Ψ * 11 (t) = Ψ * 22 (t) = 0, we obtain
where E 1 and E 2 are suitable partitions of the identity matrix I = [E 1 E 2 ]. We also have F * 12 (t) = F * 21 (t) = 0, giving us F * (t) = E 1 F * 11 (t)E 1 + E 2 F * 22 (t)E 2 . Substituting into the above equation, we obtain R +B M (t + 1)B where [A] ij = E i AE j . This is a complete set of linear equations that can be solved directly, for example, by vectorization using the Kronecker product AXB = C ⇔ (B ⊗ A)x = c, where ⊗ is the Kronecker product and x, c are vectors made by assembling columns of X, C. Proof of Theorem 3: Only the outline of the proof is given here for brevity. As in the proof of Theorem 1, we define a modified input
.
It can be shown that u(t) can be decomposed into a coordinator's action, based on common history H 1 (t), and the remaining part based on the entire information available to player 2 [18, Theorem 10] . That is u(t) =ũ(t) +ũ(t) whereũ(t) is obtained by fixing u(t) :=ũ(t) +K(t)x(t) and solving the optimal control problem. Subsequentlyũ(t) is obtained by fixing u(t) := K(t)x(t) + [0ũ] and solving the LQR problem [18, Theorem 10] . Person-by-person optimality implies global optimality since the problem is partially nested [14] .
It can be verified through the aforementioned approach that the additional F * (t)φ o (t) term does not affect the computation ofũ(t) andũ(t) and u(t) = (K(t) −K(t))x(t),ũ(t) = 0
K(t)(x(t) −x(t))
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